
skoya assemat-tessandier
born 1986 in paris, france. lives and works in various locations.

biography

skoya lived the past fifteen years at an expeditious pace, learning and gaining life experiences along the way. he dropped 
out of san francisco art institute (sfai) to join central saint martins (csm), which he left to experience living in tokyo. 
he traveled back to europe by the trans-siberian railway. he studied printmaking at the school of visual arts (sva) in new 
york, before living in amsterdam for a couple years. cultural exchanges and the multiple ways in which ideas, languages, 
bodies and even everyday items circulate, have shaped his artistic influences and broadened his repertoire.

born in paris (france) and based in various locations, skoya assemat-tessandier (b.1986) is known for an immersive and 
itinerant practice that encompasses paintings, works on paper, sculptures, videos, live performances, built-in-scenarios and 
installations.

in his early 20s skoya began his study of alchemy, among a set of esoteric spiritual teachings, which plays a key role in his 
beliefs. the combination of alchemy and mysticism associated with it, became quite influential in his evolving line of work.

through alchemy, as the name given in latin europe in the 12th century to an aspect of thought that corresponds to astrol-
ogy, which is apparently an older tradition. both represent attempts to discover the relationship of man to the cosmos and 
to exploit that relationship, capturing the suspension in space to question physical existence, position and role within the 
human development.

taken as a whole, his body of work demonstrates a sustained emphasis on the notion of ethereal space and time, as the in-
definite continued progress of existence and how both, increasingly intermingle, from events in the past, present, and future 
regarded as a whole.
skoya assemat-tessandier examines the tightness between fluidity and stasis, the abject and the pristine. in search of secret 
wisdom, to discover a cure for disease and a way of extending life.

skoya’s work conveys a nuanced understanding of alchemy and mysticism, the conditions of globalization, its attendant state 
of time, while maintaining the universality of human experience.

back in paris, his birth town, skoya assemat-tessandier was invited to join the cité des arts artistic residential program, 
which culminated in his nomination as a laureate of the international league against racism and anti-semitism (licra) jean 
pierre-bloch award. 

skoya’s works have been shown in paris, new york, san-francisco, tokyo, amsterdam, lisbon and barcelona. his works are now 
part of private collections in europe, usa and asia.

skoya assemat-tessandier is currently based in europe.
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"skoya’s work reflects on the complex relation between artist and model in history, 
but seeks also to foment new symbols for our time. his process is imbued with a 
mysticism that parallels the work of artist yves klein, creating alchemical relation-
ship to painted matter,but also using the human figure as its inscriptional tool."
— s.l

"like a dream, these shadows recall past images, impressed gestures and positions 
of the female body found in the paintings of french nineteenth-century artists like 
manet and courbet that now inhabit the collective unconscious. (...) fleeting dreamers 
bursting with vivacity. they are ghostly traces that seem about to disappear, but 
whose images haunts our mind and never ceases to call us back." — s.l


